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Crimson Books, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print
on Demand *****.Everything is looking up for Hallie York--she s finally got her college degree and a
job as a museum curator lined up at the Smithsonian. She s even crossing off a bucket list item with
an extended trip to London. But the vacation takes a strange twist when she wanders into an
antique shop and buys a set of old journals from the handsome but rude owner. Graham McCoy is
intrigued by this new customer with the bird-shaped birthmark on her wrist that matches his own.
Too bad when he opens his mouth, all he seems able to do is insult her. Still, the last thing he needs
is a distractingly beautiful tourist hanging around. Fate has a different plan, however. The journals
contain a correspondence between lovers cursed to be separated in the afterworld, and soon spark
some eerie events that pull Hallie and Graham together. To save their sanity, this unlikely duo must
team up to try to reunite the lovers spirits. But if they do so, will all of their paths be changed for
eternity? Sensuality Level: Sensual.
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Reviews
This publication is very gripping and interesting. We have go through and so i am confident that i am going to planning to read through yet again again in
the foreseeable future. You are going to like how the blogger write this ebook.
-- Dr . Tha ddeus Tur ner PhD
A very awesome publication with perfect and lucid information. It is probably the most awesome book i have read. You may like how the author publish
this pdf.
-- Dr . Celia Howell DVM
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